The Mitsubishi __ was the fighter plane used during the attack.  
__ Field in the Philippines was attacked hours after Pearl Harbor.  
"Air raid Pearl Harbor. This is not a __"  
The attack was mistakenly identified as B-17 bombers initially on __.  
The Japanese planned __ waves of attack, but sent only two.  
The Japanese code word "Tora" means __.  
It was actually December ___ in Japan when the attack began.  
December 7, 1941 was declared "a date that will live in __."  
The Commander-in-chief of the Pacific Fleet was Admiral Husband E. __.  
Three hundred and fifty-three __ attacked Pearl Harbor.  
Most of the American fatalities came when the __ exploded.  
In July 1941, the US stopped oil __ to Japan.  
___ and Italy declared war on the US on December 11, 1941.  
__ Field, a secondary airfield, was also targeted.  
Most of __ Field's P-40 Warhawks were destroyed or damaged.  
America's three __ carriers were not at anchor during the attack.  
Emperor __ gave his approval of the attack in November 1941.  
Pearl Harbor is located on the island O'ahu west of this city.  
This battleship famously capsized.  
Because of the shallow water, many of the damaged ships were __.  
Admiral __ planned the attack on Pearl Harbor.  
__ Row was targeted by the Japanese - several were sunk.  
Battleships West Virginia & __ were sunk, but returned to duty in 1944.  
___ is located in the middle of Pearl Harbor.  
The attack on Pearl Harbor was considered a __ strike against America.  
Five midget __ were lost by the Japanese.  
The Japanese lost only ___-__ aircraft in their attack.  
Some _______ pilots were able to get into the air.  

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:  
______  
______  
______  

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:  
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